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Dear FVE 5th grade families,

5/10/2020

As we roll into mid-May and the sunshine returns, we hope you are able to find a sunny outlook through this
distance learning. One of the sunniest moments of our week is when we have an opportunity to talk with the kids.
During our small group meetings, the students have provided such incredible feedback that is truly guiding
what/how we present our lessons. One of our ah-has is that students haven’t been seeing our feedback. Students
can see and show you feedback on returned work by going into the classwork feed and either searching for an
assignment OR clicking the “view my work” button. In there, when they click on returned assignments, any
assignment with a comment will have the comment talk-bubble next to it and anything that had numbers attached
(eg. Google forms) will show there as well. They can open their google forms to see question by question feedback,
they can read comments, etc. We are working on building in time to the learning plan for students to go in and read
through their feedback – this week that will be part of Friday. So, please note that this reflection time is coming and
it is in large part due to the small groups and kids being willing to let us know what is and isn’t working. Way to go
5th graders!
View your work button – in classwork

Filters inside “view your work” and the symbol for feedback
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Attached are the lesson plans for the week. It would be helpful to think of the overview page as the DAILY PLANNER,
like the one we used to fill out each day in class. It may be good to print it and use it as a check off list of what is due.
Always remember, the best place for your students to begin their lessons each day is to log into their Google
Classroom and check the Classwork feed each day!
We miss you all and hope you all stay safe, sane, and healthy.
Take Care, The 5th grade team
Mrs. Teresa Reynolds, Mrs. Ally Nichol, and Mrs. Hailey Riehl
All my best,
Ally Nichol
5th Grade
Forest View Elementary
anichol@everettsd.org
(425) 385-7941
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